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Abstract—The transmission of the encryption voice over IP is
challenging. The voice is recorded, eavesdropping, change and
theft voice, etc. The voice over IP is encrypted by using Advance
Encryption Standard (AES) Algorithm. AES key is generated
from Minutiae Points in fingerprint. By other way, we talk about
biometric-cryptosystem, which is hybrid between one of the
cryptosystems and biometric systems, such as fingerprint using
for authentication as well as to generate cryptographic key to
encrypt voice over IP by applying AES. In this paper, we define a
new term which is Fingerprint Distribution Problem (FDP) based
on Key Distribution Problem. Also, we suggest a solution for this
problem by encrypted fingerprint before sending between users
by using one of the public key cryptosystems which is RSA
Algorithm.
Keywords—IP; cryptography; fingerprint; minutiae Advance
Encryption Standard (AES); RSA; information security

I.

is extracted from minutiae points from fingerprint
authentication. There are some of shortcomings demonstrate
when apply this technology, the main shortcoming is when
send the fingerprint between users via unsecure
communication channel because these fingerprint is not just
for authentication but it will be used to generate key for AES
algorithm [1], [2].
In this paper we suggest solution for this shortcoming. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a
brief introduction to VoIP and its security vulnerabilities. As
well as it provides a brief introduction to AES and RSA
Algorithms also a brief Cryptographic Key Generated from
Biometrics. Section 3 describes what the Fingerprint
Distribution Problem is. Section 4 presents a solution for the
fingerprint distribution Problem. Section 5 is the conclusion
for our work.

INTRODUCTION

II. RELATED WORK

Now a day, the computer networks allow sending different
types of data via communication channels which connected
with each other, audio, voice, text and video are different
examples of data. Almost types before sending via
communication channel will converted to the bits
encapsulated in the packets. Voice over internet protocol
(VoIP) is a generally term for a many transmission
technologies to deliver voice over internet protocol (IP) using
applications designed for this purpose [8], [11], VoIP should
be known as IP Telephony also Voice over IP protocols carry
telephony signals as digital audio.
Deliver voice over IP commonly used between massive
numbers of users around of the world, but the problems are
begin when attacker eavesdropping calls between users by
attack communication channel, to avoid these problems many
of researchers suggested solutions for this shortcoming by
encrypt the voice before deliver via communication channels,
one of these solutions is a system which encrypt the VoIP data
packets using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), AES key

A. VoIP Security Vulnerabilities
Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) has been reached to
become internet protocol for next generation. Especially that
IPv6 consist of more updated compared with IPv4 in terms,
number of new IP addresses (2128). As well as add more
improvements in area specially, IPv6 support a new
mechanism which called flow label that allows to support
traffic such as real-time audio and video, more than in IPv4,
Support for more security about encryption and authentication
options and a new options for additional functionalities [11].
Problems at voice over IP are more and different, we can
divide the problems into two categories based on situation of
occurred. The first one is threats to the network; the second is
threats to end users. Voice over IP is converted to the packets
before send to other users in the network by communications
channels, the problems here if the data unencrypted, then
anyone can access to the data when sending between sender
and receiver. Therefore, the attackers can listen to the calls
and they can record the conversation [8].
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B. RSA and AES Algorithms
Encryption is one of security technology for computer,
Encryption is based on transformation data or messages from
original status called plaintext to a new status called cipher
text, the features of a new status are unreadable for anyone
except those possessing special knowledge, which are
encryption algorithm and secret key. Decryption is the
conversion cipher text into original status (plaintext), and also
nobody can convert that just who has possessing secret key
and encryption algorithm. There are two essentially types for
encryption based on keys, the first one is public key
cryptosystem which have two keys (public and private), public
key is used to encryption, the private key is used for
decryption. The other type is a private key cryptosystem,
which have one key used for both encryption and decryption.
AES Algorithm: Is a block cipher. Advance Encryption
Standard (AES) was established in 2001 by the National
Institute of standards and Technology as a development on
DES, AES takes a fixed data block size of 128 bits and
unfixed key size of 128 bits, 192 bits or 256 bits. In encryption
phase, AES depend on round transformation from plaintext to
cipher text, number of rounds depend on key length. If the key
is 128 bits then uses 10 rounds, 192 bits uses 12 rounds and
256 uses 14 round. The stages of all rounds are Sub Bytes,
Shift Rows, Mix Columns and Add Round Key [7].
RSA Algorithm: Is a first published by the three
researchers Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Len Adleman in 1977
[12].The name of algorithm came from the initials of
surnames for the researchers. However, the RSA Algorithm
using both digital signature and public key encryption, as any
algorithm in this filed, RSA consist of two keys, the public
key is used for encryption and private key for decryption.
RSA algorithm consists into three phases: key generation
phase, encryption and decryption phases. The user of RSA
applies the key generation phases to generate keys based on
two big prime numbers. The prime number must be kept
secret, then apply other steps in key generation phase to get
the keys of RSA. As a rest of public key cryptosystems, any
one has the public key can encrypt the plain text to get the
cipher text, then send the cipher text to the user who generated
keys to decrypt the cipher text to get the plain text. The first
user (generator keys) transmit his public key (n, e) to the
second user via communication channel, the private key d is
never distributed any way. Suppose Bob (first user) would like
to send massages (Palin text) M to the Alice (second user),
Bob converts the Plain text M to the cipher text using Public
key of Alice e according to the equation:
C = M e mod n
After get C, Bob send the encrypted message C to the
Alice. While Alice received the Cipher text C, She decrypts
the cipher text C to get the Plain text M by using her private
key exponent d according to the following equation:
M= C d mod n
To generate the public and private keys of RSA algorithm
by apply following steps:








Compute n = p*q
Calculate φ = (p-1)*(q-1)
Choose an integer number e, by 1 > e > φ, gcd (e,
φ)=1
Compute d, by 1 > d > φ, e*d = (1 mod φ)
Obtain the keys, Public key (n, e), Private key (d, p,
q)

The key length of RSA is referring to the modules n, it is
now 1024 bits, 2048 bits or more. Key length with 512 bits is
now no longer recommended secure. Therefore, the
recommendation is to generate two big numbers p and q to
insure a big modules number n. Key length with 1024 bits is a
round 300 decimal digits as following example:
n=778777413433370950905552740560125564964460406
96615275036985244819549430568511503338363159570377
15620297300000007708466899615108922122454571180605
78888989517080042203063427376322274266393116193517
83957077350545520309668112192733747397322031251259
90248513222506060062600665575382385175753906212629
20956913963
Generate n above is composed of two big random prime
numbers p and q:
P=445571661151720883066847154799984650223454138
74567112127345628767000822584313029655212749702453
44793522942129064489358577701861556582847914646983
63257581748
q=861492264535438176093706088214174899339429981
01549682098342251385596444849727109106169673491102
31723734078976011179021708289824396553412180514827
9973690446
III. CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY GENERATED FROM BIOMETRICS
The secret key generated from biometric is common used
recently, easy to generate and no need to remember the strong
secret key. As well as, key is a big size cause difficult for
some people to manage the cryptographic key [5], [9].
Recently, many proposals have been suggested many methods
to generate cryptographic key based on biometric such as
fingerprint [3]-[5], [10], [13]-[15]. According to (Arul and
Shanmugam), they selected fingerprint as the biometrics
features to generate a cryptographic key, that can be done by
extract minutiae points from the finger print. The group of
points are managed together by some methods into seven
phases to generate the cryptographic key of AES Algorithm.
A. Fingerprint Distribution Problem (FDP)
In this section, will assume two person, Alice as Sender
and Bob as recipient. Suppose, Alice wants to begin calling
Bob, the voice is delivering over internet protocol.
Assumptions
FP_Alice → Alice Fingerprint
K_Alice-Bob → AES key for both Alice and Bob
P_Alice-voice → Original Voice Packets-Alic
C_Ciphervoice → Cipher Voice Packets-Alice

Select two prime numbers p, q
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G→ Generate AES Key from Minutiae Points in Fingerprint
E→ Encryption
D→ Decryption

FDP by using public key cryptosystem because this technique
was proposed to solve key distribution problem, we mentioned
that a sending fingerprint in the unsecured communication
channel is same a key distribution problem.

Step 1: Alice send fingerprint to the Bob via
communication channel.
Step 2: Bob receive the fingerprint from Alice and will
compare automatically with fingerprints stored in database of
Bob. When fingerprints are same authentications is done.
Step 3: Alice Generates AES Key from fingerprint by
apply Arul and Shanmugam method [1] as denoted:
FP_Alice G (K_Alice-Bob)
Step 4: Alice encrypts the voice packets using AES
algorithm by use AES Key generated from minutiae points in
Alice fingerprint as denoted:
C_Ciphervoice = E (P_Alice-voice) by using K_Alice-Bob

Fig. 1. Fingerprint distribution problem.

Next, Alice sends the cipher voice to the Bob.
Step 5: Bob Generates AES Key from fingerprint by
apply Arul and Shanmugam method as denoted:
FP_Alice G (K_Alice-Bob)
Step 6: Bob decrypts the cipher voice using AES
algorithm by use AES Key generated from minutiae points in
Alice fingerprint as denoted:
P_Alice-voice = D ( C_Ciphervoice) by using K_AliceBob
Bob will apply last steps before begin send voice over IP.
According to steps above, we can summarize and detect some
things. No need to generate key as a statically because the key
automatically generated. As well as, there is no need to store
the key because fingerprint generates AES key when needed.
Consequently, we consider that as a solution for the key
distribution problems because there is no need to send key via
communication channel.
Both sender and recipient use the fingerprint to generate
AES key for both encryption and decryption. AES key
generated from minutiae points from fingerprint. By other way,
the purpose of fingerprint is to generate cryptographic key and
for authentication. The fingerprint should be saved in database
for both sender and recipient for authentication purpose also to
generate key for encryption\decryption voice before\after
deliver over IP. Consequently, if attacker gets the fingerprint,
he can generate the AES key by apply the same algorithm (see
Fig. 1), here a new problem incoming, deliver fingerprint in
unsecure communication channel allows attacker to exploit
fingerprint to generate key by apply same algorithm like look
sender or receiver. By other word, sending fingerprint in
unsecure communication channel is similar to send a private
key, then attacker can generate key and decrypt the cipher
voice over IP. Here, we name a new term, which is a
Fingerprint Distribution Problem (FDP).
To solve the Fingerprint Distribution Problem, we
suggested encrypt fingerprint before sending between users
also keep the fingerprint encrypted in the database. We solve

B. Preposed Solution of Fingerprint Distribution Problem
Public key cryptography was invented in 1976 by Diffie
and Hillman [6], the main goal of public key cryptography is
to solve Key Distribution Problem that obtain a protocol to
pass the public key and ciphertext between users in
communication channel and use private key for decryption,
we solve the fingerprints distribution problem by encrypt the
fingerprint before sending via unsecure communication
channel. We use RSA Algorithm as a one of public key
cryptography (see Fig. 2). Sending fingerprint in unsecure
communication channel is as send private key to the other user
because attacker can extract the AES key from fingerprint by
apply the algorithm to extract Minutiae Points from fingerprint.
Assume two users Bob and Alice as following steps:
Assumptions
Ke_Bob→ Public key for Bob generated by apply RSA
algorithm
Kd_Bob→ Private Key for Bob generated by apply RSA
algorithm
Ke_Alice→ Public key for Alice generated by apply RSA
algorithm
Kd_Alice→ private key for Alice generated by apply RSA
algorithm
C_Cipherfingerprin-Alice→ Encrypt Alice fingerprint by apply
RSA algorithm using Bob public key
C_Cipherfingerprint-Bob→ Encrypt Bob fingerprint by apply RSA
algorithm using Alice public key
Step 1: Alice and Bob generate keys by apply RSA
Algorithm.
Bob G (Ke_Bob, Kd_Bob)
Alice G (Ke_Alice, Kd_Alice)

Step 2: Both Bob and Alice send the public key for each
other.
Ke_Bobto Alice
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Ke_Alice to Bob

IV. CONCLUSION

Step 3 Encrypt fingerprint by apply RSA algorithm using
public key, send cipher fingerprint to each other and save in
database as denoted:

C_Cipherfingerprin-Alice= E (FP_Alice) by apply RSA
Algorithm using Ke_Bob
C_Cipherfingerprin-Alice Send to Bob
Also Bob apply as denoted:
C_Cipherfingerprint-Bob= E(FP_Bob) applying RSA
Algorithm using Ke_Alice
C_Cipherfingerprint-Bob Send to Alice
Both Alice and Bob receipt the cipher fingerprint from the
other and save in their database .
Bob saves in database C_CipherfingerprinAlice
Alice saves in database C_CipherfingerprintBob
Step 4: Each one has encrypted fingerprint in their
database, assume Alice want call Bob:

This paper proposed a method to stream cipher voice
packets encrypted by using key generated from Minutiae
Points from fingerprint also define a Fingerprint Distributed
Problem. We suggested a solution for the FDP. This approach
has reduced of probability attack this system by increasing
layers of security, especially by suggested using RSA
algorithm to encrypt fingerprint before send them in unsecure
communication channel.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

Alice send cipher finger print to Bob
C_Cipherfingerprin-Alice Send to Bob

[6]

Bob Decrypt the cipher finger print of Alice by use RSA
algorithm using Bob private key Kd_Bob as denoted:

[7]
[8]

FP_Alice = D (C_Cipherfingerprin-Alice) by apply RSA algorithm
using Kd_Bob.

[9]

Step 5: Bob compare the finger print FP_Alice which is
came from Alice with fingerprint of Alice saved in Bob
database, if two fingerprints are same then the authentication
is done.

[10]

Step 6: Begin calling between Alice and Bob by apply
AES algorithm (Section 3) to send encrypted voice packets via
communication channel.
The goal from all above to avoid transmit fingerprint using
to generate cryptographic key via unsecure communication
channel.

[11]

[12]

[13]
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Fig. 2. Fingerprint distribution resolved.
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